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AbsTRACT

Reversible Data Hiding(RDH) has been extensively investigated, recently, due to its numerous applications in 
the field of defence, medical, law enforcement and image authentication. However, most of RDH techniques suffer 
from low secret data hiding capacity and communication overhead. For this, multistage high-capacity reversible data 
hiding technique without overhead is proposed in this manuscript. Proposed reversible data hiding approach exploits 
histogram peaks for embedding the secret data along with overhead bits both in plain and encrypted domain. First, 
marked image is obtained by embedding secret data in the plain domain which is further processed using affine 
cipher maintaining correlation among the pixels. In second stage, overhead bits are embedded in the encrypted 
marked image. High embedding capacity is achieved through exploiting histogram peak for embedding multiple 
bits of secret data. Proposed approach is experimentally validated on different datasets and results are compared 
with the state-of-the-art techniques over different images. 
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NOMENCLATURE
RDH :  Reversible data hiding
PSNR :  Peak signal-to-noise ratio
dB  :  Decibles
I  :  Grayscale Image 
Pi  : Peak point 
Zi  :  Zero point
bi  :  Binary secret message sequence
ni  :  Chunks of n-bits
di  :  Decimal number sequence

1. INTRODUCTION
Aim of reversible data hiding is securely transferring the 

secret information over the communication channel. This is 
obtained by hiding of secret information into the cover media 
and, at the receiver end, secret data extracted along with faithful 
recovery of cover. RDH is broadly used in defense, stereo image 
coding, medical, law enforcement, image authentication and 
etc., whereas, distortion in the original cover is not tolerable 
for this scenario. Up to now, many RDH techniques have 
been explored by the various researchers in different domain. 
RDH methods mainly focus on obtaining the high data hiding 
capacity as well as faithful recovery of cover. Recent review of 
RDH methods enlisting merits and demerits were discussing 
by Sanjay1, et al. 

Generally, RDH work can be divided mainly into  
plain1-2,18-19 and encrypted domain1,6-9. Plain domain techniques 

of RDH emphasize on developing methods for enhancing 
the data hiding capacity along with tuneable quality of cover 
media. Plain domain RDH techniques are mainly classified as 
lossless compression2-4,17, correlation expansion18-20, histogram 
shifting21,28,34-35 and interpolation13-16. In lossless compression, 
cover media is compressed using compression technique for 
creating the free space for data hiding. Embedding capacity 
of these methods are very less due to low compression and 
mainly used for authentication. In correlation expansion, 
pixels correlation of cover media is used to conceal the secret 
information, whereas, peak of histogram bin is used to hide 
secret information in histogram shifting. In interpolation 
techniques, secret information is embedded into the interpolated 
image whereas the original pixels of the image are intact. 

On the other hand, reversible data hiding is also broadly 
investigated for encrypted domain due to its potential application 
ensuring the confidentiality, integrity, and authentication. 
Confidentiality keeps the cover and hidden data secret to 
prevent any attack, integrity maintains the consistency and 
accuracy of the data, whereas authenticity gives data access to 
only authorised individuals. 

RDH in encrypted domain involved three parties: content 
owner, data hider and receiver. Content owner encrypts the 
original cover and sent it to the data hider. Data hider has no 
permission to access the original cover but embeds data into 
encrypted cover. Receiver can extract the secret information 
along with recovery of the original image. Most of the previous 
RDH-EI works do not incorporate multi-stage embedding and 
can not utilise the significant embedding scope in the plain 
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domain. PSNR does not play a significant role in the encrypted 
image. Encryption and data embedding are completely 
reversible steps and images are retrieved completely. Multi-
stage embedding can lead to improved embedding capacity 
for the same image size. It ensures access of information at 
different level to different people. thus, the same image can 
be used to propagate different messages to different sources, 
without the other message being accessed by the other party. 

However, in past two decades, RDH work has been broadly 
investigated among researchers. Hence, the aim of this paper 
is to improve the data hiding capacity without sending any 
auxiliary information to the receiver. We propose a multi-stage 
reversible data hiding approach based on histogram shifting. In 
this, peak of histogram of the cover is first determined. then, 
histogram is shifted according to the embedding bits. Histogram 
shifting creates overflow problem and to control this problem, 
we record pixels with their indices. Further, secret information 
is embedded into the plain domain generate the marked cover. 

this marked cover is further encrypted using the specific 
algorithm, which maintains the correlation among the encrypted 
pixels. Peaks of encrypted marked image are used to hide 
communication overhead information of plain and encrypted 
domain. This communication overhead information helps the 
receiver to extract the secret information and to ensure the 
recovery of cover image. In the proposed technique, we embed 
two types of data in different domain. Secret information is 
embedded into the plain domain, whereas communication 
overhead information of both is embedded in encrypted 
domain. Information of encrypted domain helps the receiver to 
extract the secret information from the plain domain. Thrusts 
of proposed technique are given as follows: 

we proposed a novel multi-stage RDH technique • 
incorporating both plain and encrypted domain based on 
histogram shifting.
F• lag based technique is presented for identification 
overhead of both domain. 
Proposes technique does not required any overhead • 
communication through a separate channel.
the remaining paper is organised as following: In  

Section 2, we briefly reviewed some preliminary work related 
to proposed method. Proposed method discussed in Section 3. 
In Section 4, we discussed experimental results and analysis 
involving various embedding bits for smooth and texture 
images. the comparision of the proposed technique with state- 
of-the-art techniques is disscussed in Section 5. In Section 6, 
Concluding remarks and future direction are sketched. 

2. RELATED WORK 
RDH work can be classified into lossless compression, 

histogram shifting, correlation expansion and interpolation. 
Detailed explanations were discussed in the review paper1,40. 
However, the RDH work closely related to proposed method 
includes histogram shifting. Recent developments in this 
direction are as follows: 

RDH work based on histogram shifting is briefly reviewed. 
First histogram-based RDH method has been proposed by Ni21 
et al. in 2006. In this method, peak value was chosen to embed 
the secret data. If the secret message bit one was encountered 

then histogram shifted one place right hand side, otherwise 
histogram intact. total embedding bits were equal to the number 
of peak values along with PSNR 48.13 dB. this method suffers 
from the issues of multiple zero points which required the 
storage for the coordinate of zero points. Embedding capacity 
and PSNR of Ni21, et al. method was improved by Fallahpour33, 
et al. using block-wise histogram shifting. In this, cover image 
divided into blocks and histogram was generated for each 
block. Then, peak Pi and zero Zi  points were found out for 
each block. For pair (Pi, Zi) of each block, if Pi > Zi, then value 
of each pixel between the interval [Pi, Zi+1] were reduced by 
one, and then, pixels of Pi -1 were increased by one, if secret 
data bit one was encountered, otherwise no changed required. 
If, Zi > Pi, then every pixel value lies between [Pi +1, Zi +1] 
were increased by one. 

then, block was again scan and pixels with value of Pi 
were increased by one if the secret data bit was encountered 
one, otherwise no change required. Data hiding capacity were 
approximately 154 per cent and 46 per cent more than21 for lena 
and baboon greyscale image respectively. Zero and peak points 
were overhead information for this method, which is used at 
the end of receiver side for data extraction. Furthermore, lee27, 
et al., also improved method21 by using histogram of difference 
image. In this, difference D(i, j) of cover grayscale image I(i, j) 
was determine such as D(i, j) =I(i,2j+1)-I(i, 2j). For difference 
value D(i, j)≥2, pixel I(i, 2j+1) were increased by one and, for 
difference value D(i, j)≤-2, pixels I(i, j) were subtracted by one 
and other pixels were remain same. then this modified image 
was used for secret data embedding. For modified difference 
value -1 or 1, if the secret data bit 1 was encountered, then 
these difference value changed −1 to −2 and 1 to 2 for odd 
pixels. If secret embedding bit zero was encountered, then all 
pixel skipped of difference image until -1 or 1 encountered. 
These methods have limited embedding capacity. 

In order to improve embedding capacity, histogram 
modification29 method based on differences of adjacent pixels 
was proposed. these differences were used to achieve large 
embedding capacity along with low distortion. Histogram 
shifting is also used to prevent overflow and underflow problem 
and binary tree structure solved multiple pairs of peak issue21,33.  
In this sequence, multiple histogram modification method was 
proposed by B. Ou38, et al., along with multiple pairs of bins to 
achieve high data hiding capacity. Data hiding rate and PSNR 
were better than the proposed methods35-36. Further, modulus 
operator37 based RDH was introduced and cover image was 
partitioned into blocks. Each block was modified to improve 
the peak points of every block of histogram and these peak 
points were used for data hiding. Data hiding capacity and 
PSNR of this method was better than the state-of-the art 
methods21,28,33-35. Prediction error-based histogram method for 
RDH was introduced42, in which cover image was divided into 
disjoint blocks. 

Further, median was determined for each block and pixels 
changed as positive and negative directions from the median 
according to the data hiding bit. original pixels were modified 
to overcome the overflow/underflow problem by using 
decomposed location message approach. In this sequence, J. 
He39, et al. presented RDH based negative influence models 
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for JPEG image. weighting factor for each frequency was 
determine along with negative index. Secret data was embedded 
into small negative indices and weighting factor adjusted to 
overcome the distortion. 

In sum, most of method either suffered from capacity or 
from overhead issues. Hence to solve this, multistage RDH 
technique without overhead is proposed. the details of the 
Proposed method follow in the next section. 

3.  CORE DEsIgN Of MULTIsTAgE RDH 
Proposed Multi Stage reversible data hiding technique 

design an effective technique to enhance data hiding capacity. 
The aim of the proposed method is communicating the secret 
message without sharing the auxiliary/overhead information to 
the receiver. For this, multistage data embedding approach is 
used. General framework of proposed approach is shown in 
Fig. 1 and details of data embedding, extraction and recovery 
of cover image are given in following subsections. 

3.1  Data Embedding 
Data embedding is performed by utilising the peak of 

plain and encrypted image. In this method, cover is converted 
into pixels and then, histogram of cover is generated. Then, 
original cover image is scanned to determine maximum point 
P1 i.e pixel value with maximum occurrence and minimum 
point Z1 means such pixels does not exist in the image or has 
minimum number of occurrences. then, row and column 
indices values of pixels lies between Z1 and Z1+(2n-1) are stored 
with pixel value as a overhead O1 of original cover image or 
increase values with (2n-1) places until it become greater than 
255. Further, pixels lying between (P1, Z1) are shifted upto 
(2n-1) places. After that, binary sequence say b1, b2, b3,…, bn 
of secret message is divided into number of k chunks of n-bits 
say n1, n2, n3,…, nk, and these chunks ni, i=1 to k are separately 
converted into decimal number sequence d1, d2, d3,…, dk. 

original cover image is again scanned and whenever peak 
P1 encountered, then peak value P1 is incremented by di and 
marked cover image generated. Further, marked cover image 
is encrypted using affine cipher so that correlation of pixels 
also maintained in the encrypted image. Encrypted image is 
scanned to determine maximum point P2 and zero-point Z2. 
Pixels lying between lies (P2, Z2) are one place shifted. Then, 

figure 1. (a) Describes embedding process of secret information in plain image and overhead information in encrypted image and 
(b) shows secret information extraction process along with overhead information and recovery of original image.
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figure  2. flow chart for data embedding.

 figure 3. flow chart for data extraction and image recovery.

peak of encrypted image is used to embed overhead data O1 of 
original image and O2 of encrypted image. Overhead data O1 is 
embedded in encrypted image. If peak P2 has sufficient number 
of counts to embed O2. then, first embed O2 data, flag value, 
zero point along with their indices. If peak is not sufficient 
then, next peak P3 and zero-point Z3 is calculated and embed 
remaining overhead in the similar manner. This process repeat 
until all overhead information is embedded. 

3.2  Data Extraction and Image Recovery 
In data extraction and image recovery process, receiver 

receives marked encrypted image from sender. This image 
is consisted of secret message and overhead information of 
plain and encrypted images. Next, all peaks are determined 
in descending order in-terms of frequency. For each peak Pi, whenever, peak pixels Pi and Pi+1 are occurred, then secret 
message bit 0 and 1 are extracted respectively. If extracted 
data contains flag value then, first expected peak is found. If 
extracted data is consisted only one flag value, then, first byte 
gives next peak P2 pixel value and second bytes gives Z2 and 
from 17th bit upto flag value indicated overflow O1, whereas 
8-bits after flag value represent peak value P1 and next 8-bits 
represent minimum point Z1 and from 17th till the flag gives 
indices of minimum point. With the help of peak values and 
overhead information, secret information is extracted along 
with original cover image without any error. Figure 2 and  
Fig. 3 shows flowchart of data embedding and extraction.

3.3 Pseudo Code of Proposed Method
3.3.1 Pseudo Code for Data Embedding

Input the grayscale image (• I), number of bits to be 
embedded per peak pixel(n), binary data to be embedded 
(D) 
Generate histogram (H) for • l
traverse I to find the maximum point (grayscale value • 
with maximum frequency) peak (P1) and minimum point 
(value with zero or minimum frequency) Z1. Assumption • P1˂ Z1 if Z1 found, else Z1 =256. 
Traverse image • I to store the plain overhead O1, by saving 
the row and column indices of pixels whose value lie 
between [Z1, Z1 + (2n-1)] or increasing with (2n-1) will 
become >256.
traverse I and shift pixels with value in (• P1, Z1) with 
(2n-1).
Traverse I and loop through • D to get the next n bits that is 
to be inserted (say K) 
(a) Convert K to its decimal equivalent
(b) If pixel value is equal to P1, increment pixel value with K  
(c) continue traversing and move to the next n bits. 
Apply affine cipher on marked image I and generated • 
encrypted image I
Traverse I• to find peak (P2) and zero point (Z2).
Assumption • P2 ˂ Z2 , if Z2 found, else Z2=256 Traverse 
I’

 

to store the encrypted overhead O2, by saving the row 
and column indices of pixels whose value lie between (Z2, 
Z2+1)Z2 or on increasing with 1 will become > 255. 
Traverse I’• 

 

and shift pixels with value in (P2, Z2) with 1. 
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Traverse I’ • and loop through O1 to get the next bit (b) 
that is to be inserted:
(a) If pixel value is equal to P2, add b 
(b) continue traversing and move to the next bit. 
After embedding • O1 (let the image be I” if the remaining 
count of P2 is sufficient enough to embed O2, then 
(a) From the peak P2 pixel where no data is embedded,  
firstly embed the flag, then O2, then again, the flag and 
value of Z2 If, • P2 is entirely used, then 
(a) Traverse I”

 

to find the peak P3 and zero point Z3
(b) Assumption P3 ˂ Z3, if Z3 found, else Z3 =256  
(c) Traverse I”

 

to store the encrypted overhead (O3), by 
saving the row and column indices of pixels whose value 
lie between [Z3, Z3 +1] or increasing with 1 will become 
> 255. 
(d) Traverse I and shift pixels with value in (P3, Z3)  
 with 1 
(e) Traverse I” and loop through O3 to get the next bit (b)  
 that is to be inserted 

If pixel value is equal to • P3, add bit (b) and continue 
traversing and move to the next bit. 
After • O3 is embedded, embed the flag and value of 
Z3 at peak P3.

3.3.2 Pseudo Code for Data Extraction and Image 
recovery

Let the received image be I • 
Generate all peaks of I in decreasing order of frequency • 
For each peak • Pi, Traverse the data embedded image(I), if 
pixel value is in range [Pi, Pi +1] the data extracted will be 

0 if Pi else, 1 if Pi +1
Extract data for each peak, if extracted data contains the • 
flag. then first peak where flag is found, i.e the expected 
peak P1. 
traverse I, if pixel value is in range [• Pi +1, Z1 +1], 
decrement the value with 1 to get the image I’. 
If the extracted data has one flag, then • 
(a) First 8-bits give the peak P2, next 8 has the minimum 
point Z2, then from 17th bit till the flag gives us the 
encrypted overflow O1 and 8 bits after flag gives minimum 
point Z1

(b) Traverse the image I’, if pixel value is in range (P2, 
P2 + 1), the data extracted will be the difference between 
pixel value and P2. Extracted data has first 8 bits of the 
peak P3, next 8 has the minimum point Z3, then from 
17th

 

bit till the flag gives us the plain overflow O2 to (a)  

(c) Traverse I’, if pixel value is in range (P2+1, Z2 +1), 
decrement the value with 1. 
(d) Replace the overhead indices stored in O1 in the  
 image I’. 
If the extracted data has two flags, then First 8 bits give • 
the peak P3, next 8 has the minimum point Z3, then from 
17th -bit till the flag gives us the plain overflow O2 and bits 
between the two flags is the encrypted overflow O1, 8-bits 
after flag gives minimum point Z1 Decrypt the Image I’ to I”• 
Traverse the image I”, if the pixel value is in range  • 
[P3, P3+(2n+1)], the data extracted will be the binary 
equivalent of the difference between pixel value and P3 

Table 1. Data Embedding for 1, 2 and 3- bits and corresponding overheads for smooth images without blocks

Image 
(512x512)

for 1, 2 and 3-bits chunks embedding in plain images Encrypted image

EC1 PR1 O1 EC2 PR2 O2 EC3 PR3 O3 O’1 O”2 O”3

Lena 
Baboon
Boat

2711
2772
5796

54.02
50.45
52.09

16
16
16

5422
5544
11592

44.48
40.90
42.54

16
16
94

3133
8316
17388

37.12
33.50
35.19

16
16
458

80
80
106

80
80
236

96
96
1058

Table 2. Data embedding for 1, 2 and 3- bits and corresponding overheads for smooth images with 128x128 blocks

Image 
(512x 512)

for 1, 2 and 3-bits chunks embedding in plain images Encrypted image

EC1 PR1 O1 EC2 PR2 O2 EC3 PR3 O3 O’1 O”2 O”3

Lena 
Baboon
Boat

4774
2961
6067

50.29
52.43
52.01

64
64
64

9548
5922
12134

40.75
42.89
42.47

64
64
142

14322
8883
18201

33.39
35.54
35.12

64
64
506

384
384
384

384
384
592

384
1372
1320

Table 3. Data embedding for 1,2 and 3- bits and corresponding overheads for amooth images with 64×64 block size

Image 
(512x512)

for 1, 2 and 3-bits embedding in plain images Encrypted image

EC1 PR1 O1 EC2 PR2 O2 EC3 PR3 O3 O’1 O”2 O”3

Lena 
Baboon
Boat

6895
3985
7951

50.87
50.77
50.67

256
256
334

13790
7970
15902

41.34
41.24
41.14

256
256
334

20685
11955
23853

33.99
33.89
33.79

256
256
672

1280
1280
1358

1280
1280
1358

1280
1280
1696
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figure 4.  Test image(512x521) set:  Lena, baboon and boat with original, 1-bit embedding, 2-bits embedding and 3-bits embedding 
and corresponding histogram.
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Table 4. One-bit chunks embedding

Image 
(512x 512)

Plain image Encrypted image

Peak value Pure EC Overhead PsNR (db) Peak #Peak count Overhead

1.1.01 152 2031 16 52.33 26 1986 16
1.1.02 184 3388 16 54.13 11 3305 16
1.1.03 192 3249 16 55.34 11 3238 16
1.1.04 204 4358 16 56.25 108 4292 16
1.1.05 144 4171 16 50.93 157 4118 16
1.1.06 83 3387 16 48.74 8 3304 16
1.1.07 176 4998 16 54.60 13 4936 16
1.1.08 160 8087 16 50.73 99 8004 16
1.1.09 192 6998 16 52.48 67 6915 16
1.1.10 152 3238 16 50.50 43 3155 16
1.1.11 0 13312 16 48.35 3 13229 16
1.1.12 170 4944 16 52.27 26 4925 16
1.1.13 112 2563 16 51.31 118 2518 16
1.2.02 190 3388 16 54.73 181 3305 16
1.2.03 206 3249 16 56.07 196 3238 16
1.2.04 217 4358 16 56.66 248 4292 16
1.2.05 120 4171 16 51.57 30 4118 16
1.2.06 33 3387 16 48.93 42 3304 16
1.2.07 199 4998 16 55.66 43 4936 16
1.2.08 115 8087 16 50.95 232 8004 16
1.2.09 161 6998 16 52.77 170 6915 16
1.2.10 106 3238 16 50.67 105 3155 16
1.2.11 0 13742 16 48.56 3 13659 16
1.2.12 156 4944 16 53.01 82 4925 16
1.2.13 133 2563 16 52.35 243 2518 16

and extracted data is the secret message. 
Traverse I”• 

 

, if pixel value is in range [P3+(2n+1),  
Z3 +(2n+1)] 
Replace the overhead indices stored in plain overhead • 
O2 to get the original image decrement the value with 
(2n+1).
Proposed method is validated in different grayscale image. 

Details of experimental results are as follows in turn. 

4.  ExPERIMENTAL VALIDATION 
Experimental validation is performed over different dataset 

and results are compared with existing RDH methods. to 
gauge robustness of the proposed method, results are obtained 
over both smooth and texture images and significant work is 
deduced through extensive analysis. Details of experimental 
validation are follows in turn.

4.1  Experimental set-up 
In this subsection, various observations are conducted to 

illustrate the performance of the proposed technique. we did 
experiments on smooth as well as texture grey-scale image 

and found that texture images give the sufficient zero pixels 
to overcome the overflow problem. It significantly reduces 
the overheads in comparison to the smooth images. Different 
dataset are used for smooth and texture images. We considered 
different block size for data hiding with different data bits to 
enhance the embedding capacity and corresponding overflow 
has been observed. Secret message bit sequence is generated 
using pseudo random number generator. 

Proposed technique is implemented in python 
programming language and tested on MacBook air with 
following configuration: Apple M1 chip with 8 core, RAM 
8GB, and Python 3.7. Results are summarized in the following 
subsection in tabular form. 

4.2  Results and Analysis for smooth Images 
In table 1, we have shown the embedding capacity, PSNR 

and over heads corresponding to 1,2 and 3 bits. 
Here, plain/encrypted domain overhead for one bit 

embedding is same for lena, baboon and boat image while 
overhead is same for lena and baboon but different for boat 
image. For two and three bits embedding, only boat image 
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Table 5. Two-bit chunks embedding

Image 
(512x 512)

Plain image Encrypted image

Peak value Pure EC Overhead PsNR (db) Peak #Peak count Overhead

1.1.01 152 4062 16 42.79 168 1986 16

1.1.02 184 6776 16 44.59 11 3321 16

1.1.03 192 6498 16 45.80 11 3238 16

1.1.04 204 8716 16 46.71 250 4292 16

1.1.05 144 8342 16 41.39 43 4118 16

1.1.06 83 6774 16 39.20 8 3320 16

1.1.07 176 9996 16 45.06 13 4936 16

1.1.08 160 16174 16 41.20 99 8020 16

1.1.09 192 13996 16 42.94 67 6931 16

1.1.10 152 6467 16 40.97 43 3171 16

1.1.11 0 26624 16 38.81 3 13245 16

1.1.12 170 9888 16 42.74 168 4925 16

1.1.13 112 5126 16 41.78 118 2518 16

1.2.04 217 8716 16 50.53 134 4292 16

1.2.05 120 8342 16 44.63 30 4118 16

1.2.06 33 6774 16 51.70 42 3320 16

1.2.07 199 9996 16 49.62 43 4936 16

1.2.08 115 16174 16 42.10 232 8020 16

1.2.09 161 13996 16 43.95 170 6931 16

1.2.10 106 6476 16 46.84 105 3171 16

1.2.11 0 27484 16 39.60 3 13659 16

1.2.12 156 9888 16 45.59 224 4925 16

overhead is different from the other two image. Average 
embedding capacities are 3760-bits, 7520-bits, 11280-bits 
along-with average PSNR 52.19 dB, 42.64 dB and 35.27 dB 
corresponding to one, two and three bits for lena, baboon and 
boat images

In table 2, block-wise data embedding is done of block 
size 128 × 128 and embedding capacity, PSNR and overhead 
corresponding to one, two and three bits embedding. 

Overhead for one bit embedding is same for all three 
images in plain image and encrypted image overhead is also 
same for all images. For two- and three-bits data embedding, 
overhead of boat image is more than the overhead of other two 
images in plain image as well as encrypted image. Average 
embedding capacity of all three image are 8601-bits, 9201-
bits, 13802-bits corresponding to average PSNRs 51.57 dB, 
42.03 dB, 34.68 dB for one, two and three data hiding bits 
respectively. 

In table 3, we divide greyscale texture image into the 
block of size 64 × 64 blocks. For this, PSNR of mark image 
corresponding to 1 and 2 bits embedding is on and average 
50.77 dB and 41.24 dB respectively, while it lies between 33 
dB to 34 dB for 3 bits embedding. Overhead for marked lena 
and baboon image is same for the fixed number of data bits, 
whereas it different for the boat image. overhead for encrypted 

image is also observed same.

4.3  Results and Analysis for Texture Images 
we have also conducted experimental results for different 

texture images along with different embedding bits and block 
size. Performance analysis of proposed approach in terms 
of data hiding capacity, overhead and PSNR are shown in  
table 4, table 5 and table 6 corresponding to one, two and 
three embedding bits. Details of experimental results for 
texture image are given in the tabular form. 

Table 4 describes the experimental results for one bit 
chunks embedding. twenty-five texture image of size 512×512 
are used for one bit embedding which shows the overhead of 
marked and encrypted marked image. Overhead of marked 
image and encrypted marked images are same. 

Overheads of the plain and encrypted are embedded into 
the encrypted domain, while plain domain is used only for secret 
data embedding. Encrypted domain is only used for the overhead 
information of both domain and this overhead information are 
distinguish via flag value. Plain domain overhead information 
is embedded before the flag and encrypted domain overhead 
information is embedded after the flag value. with the help of 
these overhead information secret message is extracted along 
with original image without any error. 
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Table 6. Three-bit chunks embedding

Image 
(512x 512)

Plain image Encrypted image

Peak value Pure EC Overhead PsNR (db) Peak Pure EC Overhead

1.1.01 152 6093 16 35.43 196 1986 16

1.1.02 184 10164 16 37.23 11 3337 16

1.1.03 192 9747 16 38.44 11 3238 16

1.1.04 204 13074 16 39.36 151 4307 16

1.1.05 144 12513 16 34.03 243 4120 16

1.1.06 83 10161 16 31.85 8 3336 16

1.1.07 176 14994 16 37.70 211 4947 16

1.1.08 160 24261 16 33.83 99 8036 16

1.1.09 192 20994 16 35.58 67 6947 16

1.1.10 152 9714 16 33.60 43 3187 16

1.1.11 0 39936 16 31.45 3 13261 16

1.1.12 170 14832 16 35.38 168 4925 16

1.1.13 112 7689 16 34.41 118 2518 16

1.2.08 115 24261 16 38.72.10 232 8036 16

1.2.09 161 20994 16 44.17 170 6947 16

Table 7. Comparison table between state-of-the-art methods and our proposed method

Methods Average embedding capacity for 
512×512×grayscale image (bits) Average PsNR(db)

Honsinger10, et al. less than 1024 …

Fridrich3, et al. less than 1024 …

vleeschouwer5, et al. less than 4096 less then 35 39.0

Zhang7 4457 55.0

Zheng25, et al. 10747 52.3

Arhm26, et al. 4718 44.03

Proposed method for  block size of 128x128 for smooth images with three bits 
embedding 13802 34.68

Proposed method for  block size of 64x64 for smooth images with 18831 33.89

Proposed method for   three chunks bits of texture images 15962 36.07

5.  COMPARIsON WITH sTATE-Of-THE-ART 
METHODs
In this section, comparison between state-of-the-art 

methods3,5,10,25-26 and our proposed method has been carried out 
and results are depicted in Table 7.  the results clearly shows 
that our method provided better data hiding capacity for the 
both smooth and texture images in comparison to the other 
RDH.

6.  Conclusion 
RDH techniques has been extensively investigated and 

explored for their potential application in different field. 
However, most of RDH techniques hides the overhead bits 

in the same domain of cover image which leads to reduction 
in embedding capacity. Proposed multistage RDH approach 
considered both plain and encrypted domain for secret data 
communication without any separate channel for overhead data. 
Propose approach exploits histogram peaks for embedding the 
secret data along with overhead bits both in plain and encrypted 
domain. For experiment, chunks of one, two- and three-bits 
secret message are only used to conceal secret information. 
Experimental results are performed on different grayscale 
images and shows significant improvement over state-of-the-
art approaches. Embedding capacity for smooth and texture 
grayscale images corresponding to different chunks of bits 
with their overhead bits are analysed. on an average, proposed 
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approach achieves embedding capacity18831 bits for 64x64 
block size of smooth image, whereas 15962 bits without block 
of image size 512x512 for texture images.

In future, proposed approach can further be extended 
through utilisation of multilevel embedding wherein multiple 
histogram peaks can be investigated for embedding secret 
data.
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